**AK894 INTERMEDIATE GAUZY AGENT SHINE ENHANCER**

High quality product to create a protective and very realistic glossy sheen to areas where applied. This product also serves as a protective layer for the paint underneath. Apply in the way you would with any varnish. Apply and let dry for a few minutes. This product can also serve as a perfect finishing touch for metallic paints such as AK Interactive Xtreme Metal. Apply Gauzy Agent to any single part or sections of your model that are begging for an incredible transparent sheen. With self-leveling properties, it can be applied with brush or airbrush.

After only 5-10 min, Intermediate GAUZY is completely dry and ready for further effects.

Apply small oil amounts strategically and after start to blend them in the direction of air flow.

Intermediate Gauzy has a great resistance and allows to use oils without any fear.

Airbrush a general layer over the whole model using a 0.2 nozzle and at 1.5 Kg of pressure.

Intermediate Gauzy also creates a more resistant layer over metallic paints as the XTREME METAL range without making lose gloss and also allows to apply any weathering with oils or any other product without the fear of these products to dissolve it.